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With the increasing proportion of natural gas in power generation, natural gas network and electricity
network are closely coupled. Therefore, planning of any individual system regardless of such interdepen-
dence will increase the total cost of the whole combined systems. Therefore, a multi-objective optimiza-
tion model for the combined gas and electricity network planning is presented in this work. To be
specific, the objectives of the proposed model are to minimize both investment cost and production cost
of the combined system while taking into account the N1 network security criterion. Moreover, the
stochastic nature of wind power generation is addressed in the proposed model. Consequently, it leads
to a mixed integer non-linear, multi-objective, stochastic programming problem. To solve this complex
model, the Elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) is employed to capture the opti-
mal Pareto front, wherein the Primal–Dual Interior-Point (PDIP) method combined with the point-
estimate method is adopted to evaluate the objective functions. In addition, decision makers can use a
fuzzy decision making approach based on their preference to select the final optimal solution from the
optimal Pareto front. The effectiveness of the proposed model and method are validated on a modified
IEEE 24-bus electricity network integrated with a 15-node natural gas system as well as a real-world sys-
tem of Hainan province.
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Driven by low prices and the increasingly stringent environ-
mental regulations, natural gas accounts for 25% of the world’s pri-
mary energy production at present. According to the recent
projections, worldwide demand for natural gas is estimated to
grow at a rate of 2.9–3.2% per year until 2030 [1]. By the end of
the next decade, worldwide natural gas consumption is expectedto be about 2.2 billion cubic meters (bcm) per day [2]. Owing to
the distinct advantages of low cost, low carbon emission and fast
response, gas-fired power generation keeps rising in the proportion
of the total generating capacity in recent years, which leads to an
increasing investment on the natural gas infrastructures. World
Energy Outlook 2010 [3] shows that worldwide demand for natural
gas in the power sector in 2008 was 4303 TW h, and it is projected
to rise to 7600 TW h by 2035. In light of the observation results by
the emission monitoring systems of United States, CO2 emissions
from U.S. power plants were 23% lower in 2012 than the emission
amount in 1977 after replacing large number of fossil-fuel power
plants by gas-fired plants [4]. Since the natural gas network is clo-
sely coupled with the electricity network by the gas-fired power
plants, planning of any energy system regardless of such interde-
pendence will increase the total cost of the entire combined energy
Nomenclature
Sets
S1 set of nodes in gas network
SEP set of existing pipelines
SCP set of candidate pipelines
SEC set of existing compressors
SCC set of candidate compressors
SWS set of gas supplier nodes
SWL set of gas load nodes
S2 set of nodes in electricity network
SEL set of existing transmission lines
SCL set of candidate transmission lines
SG set of generators
SLoad set of electricity demands
C1 set of gas-electricity combined nodes in gas network
C2 set of gas-electricity combined nodes in electricity
network
W set of normal operation and N1 contingency states
Matrices
A pipe-nodal incidence matrix
U compressor node incidence matrix
V gas supplier-node incidence matrix
C gas load-node incidence matrix
D compressor fuel tap incidence matrix
T transmission line-node incidence matrix
G generator-node incidence matrix
W electricity load-node incidence matrix
Parameters
NWS number of gas suppliers
NCG number of coal-fired generators
NGG number of gas-fired generators
NP number of candidate pipelines and existing pipelines
NC number of candidate compressors and existing com-
pressors
NWL number of gas loads
NG number of generators
NL number of transmission lines
ND number of electricity loads
Costgasi gas purchase cost of supplier i
CarbonCost carbon emission price
PlineCosti investment cost of installing pipeline i
ClineCosti investment cost of installing compressor i
ElineCosti investment cost of installing electricity line
1 coefficient of converting net present value to annualized
investment cost
ai; bi; ci coefficients of the operation cost of generator i
n1; n2 carbon emission coefficient of coal-fired generator and
gas-fired generator respectively
ak; bk; ck gas consumption coefficients of compressor k
l1;l2;l3 gas fuel rate coefficients of generator i
Mij gas pipeline constant depending on diameter, length,
temperature, friction and gas composition
rk compressor constant depending on temperature,
compressor efficiency and heat ratio
Zki gas compressibility factor at compressor inlet
d specific heat ratio
Rmaxk compression ratio of compressor k
WSmini ;WS
max
i max and min amount of gas supply at node i
pmini ;p
max
i
max and min pressure at node i
Bk electrical susceptance of transmission line k
Fk maximum capacity of transmission line k
Pmingk ; P
max
gk max and min capacity of generator k
GHV gas gross heating value
PLmini ; PL
max
i max and min amount of load demand at node i
SMkc binary parameter that is 0 when the transmission line
kis outage under state c and, 1 otherwise
WLi natural gas load at node i
PLk real power load at node k
Variables
xi binary decision variable, 1 if pipeline i is installed, and 0
otherwise.
yi binary decision variable, 1 if compressor i is installed,
and 0 otherwise
zi binary decision variable, 1 if electricity line i is installed,
and 0 otherwise
fPk natural gas flow of pipeline
pi;pj pressures at nodeiand, respectively
WSi natural gas injection of gas supplier i
fck gas flow rate at compressor k
Hk power for compressor k
sk amount of gas tapped by compressor k
flk power flow on transmission line k
hfrðkÞ; htoðkÞ voltage angle at ‘‘from” and ‘‘to” buses of transmission
line k
Pgk real power supply from generator k
DPLi amount of load curtailment at node i
flck power flow on transmission line k under state c
hcfrðkÞ; h
c
toðkÞ voltage angle at ‘‘from” and ‘‘to” buses of transmission
line k under state c
Y. Hu et al. / Applied Energy 167 (2016) 280–293 281systems. Therefore, it urgently calls for an effective planning
method for the Combined Natural Gas Network and Electricity
Network (CGEN) [5].
In the prior-at work, research that focuses on CGEN can be
categorized into: (a) operation optimization and (b) expansion
planning. Regarding the operation optimization of CGEN, the
integrated optimal load flow problem for combined natural gas
and electric power transmission networks has been analyzed in
[6,7]. Specifically, in [6], a combined natural gas and electric
optimal power flow is carried out to analyze the impact of the
natural gas price variation on the optimal operation for CGEN;
while in [7], an integrated load flow of CGEN has been presented
considering the effect of temperature on the natural gas system
operation. To improve the accuracy of the CGEN model, amulti-period CGEN optimization model has been developed in
[8], where the natural gas storage, line-pack of pipeline, and
power ramping characteristics of generators have been taken
into account. In contrast, a mixed-integer linear program for
the security-constrained optimal power and natural gas flow
has been introduced in [9] to help system operators quickly
respond to N1 contingencies. Also, the natural gas network
constraints are incorporated into the security-constrained unit
commitment problem [10–12]. Compared to the CGEN operation
optimization, CGEN expansion planning has become a hot
research topic in recent years as many problems remain
unsolved. Although [13] develops a long-term, multi-area and
multi-stage planning model of CGEN, it only focuses on the
system value chain as well as the optimal operation of existing
282 Y. Hu et al. / Applied Energy 167 (2016) 280–293and new facilities, and most of the important elements of CGEN
are simplified. In [5], a detailed CGEN optimization model is then
proposed to achieve a low carbon integrated energy system, and
the expansion decisions of the future CGEN, such as adding new
natural gas pipes, compressors, and storage facilities of natural
gas network and new transmission lines of electricity network,
can be determined. Ref. [14] presents a multi-period integrated
framework for generation, transmission and natural gas network
expansion planning, but the modeling of compressor is neglected
and the new method to solve natural gas load flow is only
applicable to radical natural gas networks. Considering the
uncertainties brought by an increasing utilization of natural gas
in the power system, Ref. [15] presents an integrated expansion
planning framework for CGEN with the aim to maximize the
benefit–cost ratio by evaluating benefits in operation reduction,
carbon emission reduction and reliability improvement against
the increase in investment costs.
In recent years, wind energy is one of the rapidly growing
renewable energies [16]. Unlike the traditional controllable
power energy supplied by fossil fuel-based power plants, genera-
tion by wind energy is volatile due to the fluctuation of wind
speeds, which brings about a great challenge to the operation
and planning in power systems [17]. On the other hand, the nat-
ural gas network is closely coupled with the electricity network,
which should be relevant to implement the research of CGEN
expansion planning taking into account the uncertainty of wind
power. Ref. [18] develops a CGEN model to investigate the impact
of a large amount of wind energy on the British natural gas net-
work. The results show that gas-fired generation can be used to
compensate the wind energy variability, and the natural gas stor-
age facilities as well as gas-fired plants with dual-fuel capability
are suggested to mitigate the variability of wind energy. Ref. [19]
proposes a robust optimization approach to analyze the interde-
pendency among natural gas, coal and electricity infrastructures
considering their operation constraints and wind energy
uncertainties. However, there are few papers addressing CGEN
expansion planning with the consideration of wind energy
uncertainties.
For transmission network expansion planning, it is very
important to take into account the ‘‘N1” network security crite-
rion [20]. The conventional process of conducting ‘‘N1” network
security criteria is that firstly optimizing a scheme without
accounting for any component failure, and then checking the
‘‘N1” security for the obtained scheme. If it is not satisfied,
expanding the scheme further until the ‘‘N1” deterministic secu-
rity criterion is met [21].
In light of the above issues, this paper presents a multi-
objective optimization model for the CGEN expansion planning
considering uncertain wind power generation as well as the
‘‘N1” network security criterion. The objective of the proposed
model is to minimize the total investment cost and production cost
by expanding appropriate pipelines, compressors and electricity
lines, while satisfying the future load growth and additional secu-
rity and operational constraints. In fact, the proposed model is a
multi-objective, mixed integer non-linear stochastic problem,
which cannot be easily solved by classical mathematical tech-
niques. In this paper, the Elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [22] is applied to the proposed model, and
the Primal–Dual Interior-Point (PDIP) method combined with the
point-estimation method is adopted to evaluate the objective func-
tions and capture the final optimal Pareto front. Finally, decision
makers can use a fuzzy decision-making approach based on their
preference to select the final optimal solution from the optimal
Pareto front.The main contributions of this paper are suggested as follows:
(1) A multi-objective model is developed to simultaneously
minimize the investment cost and production cost of the
CGEN. Most importantly, the N1 electricity network
security criterion is considered in the optimization process.
(2) The primal–dual interior-point method combined with the
improved point-estimation method is proposed to solve
the combined optimal power and natural gas load flow.
(3) The NSGA-II method is deployed to capture the Pareto front
of the proposed multi-objective model and furthermore, the
final planning scheme can be selected based on the prefer-
ence of decision-maker.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the mathematical formulation of the multi-objective CGEN model
considering wind power uncertainties. Section 3 shows the
NSGA-II method for capturing the Pareto set of proposed model.
The numerical results are presented in Section 4, where the impact
of wind power uncertainties on the CGEN planning scheme is also
discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Mathematical formulation of the CGEN expansion planning
model
2.1. Deterministic CGEN expansion planning model
A natural gas network includes gas producers, pipelines, gas
compressors, interconnection points, storage facilities and gas con-
sumers. In this paper, only three basic types of entities, pipelines,
compressor stations and interconnection points are considered
for the modeling of natural gas network. It is assumed that all
the compressors are driven by gas energy, and the natural gas is
tapped from the inlet node of each compressor. The electricity net-
work is represented by a DC power flow model, so the reactive
power and voltage amplitude are neglected. Natural gas network
and electricity network are closely linked by gas-fired generators,
which can be treated as energy converters between these two
energy systems. To natural gas network, gas-fired generators are
treated as natural gas loads, while for electricity network they
are considered as power supplies.
As the natural gas load and electricity load increase in the plan-
ning horizon year, the objective of the proposed model is to deter-
mine which and where candidate pipelines, compressors and
electricity lines should be constructed to achieve the minimum
investment cost while satisfying the future energy requirement.
Certainly, transmission structures have great impacts on the opti-
mal operation for both natural gas network and electricity network
and we also expect to minimize the production cost of natural gas
supply and power generation. Meanwhile, to achieve the low-
carbon economy, the carbon emission cost of power generation is
also considered as a part of the production cost. In addition, the
operation and security constraints of CGEN should be strictly
considered, so the mathematical formulation of the proposed
co-planning model can be expressed as follows:
Min f 1 ¼ InvestmentCost
InvestmentCost ¼ 1 
XNCP
i¼1
xiPlineCosti þ
XNCC
i¼1
yiClineCosti þ
XNCL
i¼1
ziElineCosti
 !
ð1Þ
Min f 2 ¼ ProductionCost þ CarbonEmissionCost
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XNWS
i¼1
8760 Costgasi WSiþ8760 
XNCG
i¼1
ðaiP2giþbiPgiþciÞ
ð2Þ
CarbonEmissionCost ¼
XNCG
i¼1
8760  CarbonCost  n1  Pgi
þ
XNGG
i¼1
8760  CarbonCost  n2  Pgi ð3Þ
Subject to:
(1) Natural gas network constraints
Gas pipeline constraints
fP2k ¼ sgnijMij p2i  p2j
 
k 2 SEP; i; j 2 S1 ð4Þ
fPk 6 fPk 6 fPk k 2 SEP; i; j 2 S1 ð5Þ
sgnij ¼
þ1 pi > pj
1 pi < pj

ð6Þ
M1ð1 zkÞ 6 fP2k  sgnijMijðp2i  p2j Þ 6 M1ð1 zkÞ k 2 SCP;
8i; j 2 S1 ð7Þ
zkfPk 6 fPk 6 zkfPk k 2 SCP; 8i; j 2 S1 ð8Þ
Compressor operation constraints
Hk ¼ rkfck
pj
pi
 Zki d1dð Þ
 1
" #
k 2 SEC
[
SCC; i; j 2 S1 ð9Þ
sk ¼ ckH2k þ bkHk þ ak k 2 SEC
[
SCC ð10Þ
1 6 pjpi
6 Rmaxk k 2 SEC
[
SCC; i; j 2 S1 ð11Þ
0 6 pj
pi
 1 6 ykRmaxk k 2 SCC; i; j 2 S1 ð12Þ
Nodal pressure constraints
pmini 6 pi 6 pmini 8i 2 S1 ð13Þ
Natural gas supply constraints
WSmini 6WSi 6WS
max
i 8i 2 SWS ð14Þ
Nodal natural gas flow balance equation
XNP
i¼1
Ami  fpi þ
XNC
i¼1
Umi  fci þ
XNWS
i¼1
VmiWSi 
XNWL
i¼1
CmiWLi 
XNC
i¼1
Dmisi ¼ 0
8m 2 N1 ð15Þ(2) Electricity network constraints
Electricity line power flow constraints
flk ¼ BkðhfrðkÞ  htoðkÞÞ 8k 2 SEL hfrðkÞ; htoðkÞ 2 S2 ð16Þ
Fk 6 flk 6 Fk 8k 2 SEL ð17Þ
Mkð1 zkÞ 6 flk  BkðhfrðkÞ  htoðkÞÞ 6 Mkð1 zkÞ 8k 2 SCL ð18Þ
zkFk 6 flk 6 zkFk 8k 2 SCL ð19ÞGeneration constraints
Pmingk 6 Pgk 6 P
max
gk 8k 2 SG ð20Þ
Node balance constraints for electricity network
XNL
i¼1
Tmifli þ
XNG
i¼1
GmiPgi 
XND
i¼1
WmiPLi ¼ 0 8m 2 S2 ð21Þ(3) Equality constraints for joint gas and electricity
WLk ¼ l1P2gi þ l2Pgi þ l3
 .
GHV k 2 C1; i 2 C2 ð22Þ
The first objective is the investment costs of selected gas pipeli-
nes, compressors and electricity lines. The second objective func-
tion is to minimize the production cost including the carbon
emission cost under constraints (4)–(22). The production cost
and carbon emission cost are represented by Eqs. (2) and (3),
respectively. It should be noted that the production cost and the
carbon emission cost of coal-fired generators and gas-fired gener-
ators are calculated separately.
The constraints of the proposed CGEN optimization model
include three parts: (a) constraints (4)–(15) represent the opera-
tion and security constraints of natural gas network; (b) con-
straints (16)–(21) refer to the operation and security constraints
of electricity network; and (c) constraint (22) is the energy conver-
sion equality constraint which links the two systems together. To
be specific, constraints (4)–(6) represent the operation constrains
of existing gas pipelines, and constraints (7) and (8) represent
the operation constrains of candidate gas pipelines, where M1,
often called ‘‘big M” value, represents a large enough input value.
This parameter is applied to guarantee the constraint (7) to be
inactive if the pipeline k is not selected. The appropriate value of
M1 can be referred to [1]. Constraints (9)–(11) represent the oper-
ation constrains of both existing and candidate gas compressors.
When the candidate compressor is not selected, the pressure at
the inlet node of compressor will be equal to the pressure at outlet
node by the constraint (12), and then we can treat the compressor
as an interconnection point. Constraints (18) and (19) represent
the operation and security constraints of candidate transmission
lines, respectively. The effect of Parameter Mk is the same as that
of M1, and we set it as 1:2Bk in this paper. The detailed discussion
on setting a proper value for Mk can be referred to [23].
2.2. Deterministic CGEN expansion planning model considering N1
network security criterion
Assuming that the stored natural gas can be used to avoid nat-
ural gas load curtailment if a contingency occurs in the natural gas
network, we thus only consider the N1 network security criterion
for the electricity network. It should be noted that the outage of the
generator is neglected in this paper, so the number of N1 electric-
ity line contingency states is N. First of all, an NL ðNLþ 1Þ state
matrix SM is introduced to represent the normal operation and
N1 contingency states, in which the row number equals to the
number of electricity lines and the column number equals to the
number of normal operation state plus N1 contingency states,
yielding
SM ¼
1 0 1 : : : 1
1 1 0 : : : 1
: : : : : : :
: : : : : : :
: : : : : : :
1 1 1 : : : 0
2
666666664
3
777777775
NLðNLþ1Þ
ð23Þ
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states, and all the element values are 1 indicating all electricity
lines can operate normally. The other columns of the matrix
SMrepresent N1 electricity line contingency states, and each col-
umn only has one element with value set as 0 to represent that this
electricity is outage. Then, a mixed integer linear programming
model with minimizing total load curtailment of electricity net-
work under normal and N1 contingency states can be written as:
Min LoadSheddingAmount ¼
XND
i¼1
DPLi ð24Þ
Subject to
Mkð1 SMkcÞ 6 flck  Bk hcfrðkÞ  hctoðkÞ
 
6 Mkð1 SMkcÞ 8k 2 SEL frðkÞ; toðkÞ
2 S2c 2 W ð25Þ
SMkcFk 6 flck 6 SMkcFk 8k 2 SEL c 2 W ð26Þ
Mkð2 zk  SMkcÞ 6 flck  Bk hcfrðkÞ  hctoðkÞ
 
6 Mkð2 zk  SMkcÞ
8k 2 SCL frðkÞ; toðkÞ 2 S2 c 2 W ð27Þ
zkSMkcFk 6 flk 6 zkSMkcFk 8k 2 SCL c 2 W ð28Þ
PLmini 6 DPLi 6 PL
max
i 8i 2 SLoad ð29Þ
XNL
i¼1
Tmifli þ
XNG
i¼1
GmiPgi þ
XND
i¼1
WmiDPLi 
XND
i¼1
WmiPLi ¼ 0 8m 2 S2
ð30Þ
Gas network constraints (4)–(15).
Electricity network constraints (20).
Gas and electric combined node equality constraints (22).
In the above formulation, constraints (25)–(28) represent the
operation and security constraints of candidate electricity lines
under normal and N1 contingency states. Constraints (25) and
(26) will become inactive if the value of SMkc is 0, and 1 otherwise.
Constraints (27) and (28) only become active when the values of zk
and SMkc are set as 1 simultaneously, which means that the elec-
tricity line k is selected and it can normally operate. In other situ-
ations, both constraints (27) and (28) are inactive constraints.
To guarantee the final scheme satisfy the N1 network security
criterion for the electricity network, we treat the amount of load
curtailment as a penalty term and add it to the first two objectives.
Then the new objectives are as follows:
Min f 1 ¼ InvestmentCost þ Penalty1  LoadSheddingAmount ð31Þ
Min f 2 ¼ ProductionCost þ CarbonEmissionCost þ Penalty2
 LoadSheddingAmount ð32Þ
where Penalty1 and Penalty2 are the coefficients of penalty term, and
both of them are set as 1000.
2.3. Stochastic CGEN expansion planning model considering N1
network security criterion
The wind energy is intermittent and uncertain, so the value
of the second objective becomes a stochastic variable. Taking
into account the uncertain wind energy, we establish a multi-
objective stochastic model for the CGEN expansion planning with
the investment cost and the expected production cost, carbonemission cost and the amount of load curtailment as objectives.
The mathematical formulation is as follows
Min f 1 ¼ InvestmentCost þ Penalty1  lLoadSheddingAmount ð33Þ
Min f 2 ¼ lPECost þ Penalty2  lLoadSheddingAmount ð34Þ
lLoadSheddingAmount ¼ E
XND
i¼1
DPLi
 !
ð35Þ
Subject to constraints (4)–(15), (20), (22), (26)–(30).
lPECost ¼ E
XNWS
i¼1
8760  Costgasi WSi þ 8760 
XNCG
i¼1
aiP
2
gi þ biPgi þ ci
  
þ
XNCG
i¼1
8760  CarbonCost  n1  Pgi þ
XNGG
i¼1
8760  CarbonCost
n2  Pgi
 ð36Þ
Subject to constraints (4)–(22).
In order to remove the binary variable sgnij in Eq. (6) and make
this model solvable by the optimization tool IPOPT, we introduce
two new continuous variables sk and tk , and make the following
transformation for constraints (4) and (6).
fPk ¼ ð1 2skÞ  tk ð37Þ
t4k ¼ M2ij p2i  p2j
 2
ð38Þ
Msk <¼ pi  pj <¼ Mð1 skÞ ð39Þ
skð1 skÞ ¼ 0 ð40Þ
whereM is a large value, and we set it as 10,000 in this paper. Then,
all the proposedmodels only include three binary decision variables
for candidate pipelines, compressors and electricity lines. This
transformation will facilitate the proposed algorithm introduced
in the next section.3. NSGA-II based multi-objective optimization model
In the traditional network expansion planning study, the natu-
ral gas network and electricity network are implemented indepen-
dently. For each of them, the optimization model is a mixed integer
non-linear programming problem (MINLP). However, when these
two models are combined together by a series of nonlinear energy
conversion equation constraints, it becomes a CGEN co-planning
model which is complex and difficult to solve. To address this
problem, we employ a heuristic algorithm ‘‘Elitist Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm” (NSGA II) [22] combined
with the IPOPT (Interior Point Optimizer) to solve the proposed
model.
It should be noted that the integer decision variables of the pro-
posed model including three parts: candidate pipelines, candidate
compressors and candidate electricity lines, and the decimal cod-
ing is adopted in the proposed algorithm. Based on the NSGA-II
for multi-objective optimization problem, the whole procedure
for solving the proposed model, which is shown in Fig. 1, can be
summarized as follows:
Step 1: Set iteration counter t ¼ 0, a population PðtÞ with prede-
fined size randomly generated, in which each individual repre-
sents a scheme to add candidate pipelines, compressors and
electricity lines on the base CGEN.
Step 2: The objective functions of each scheme can be evaluated
as shown in the red box of Fig. 1, and then according to
Input wind data and planning data of 
gas network and electricity network
Randomly initialize the population POP
Iteration count t=1
 Assign non-dominated rank and distance rank for 
each individual in POP
Determine the expected 
value of the  amount of 
load curtailment for each 
individual
Determine the expected 
value of production cost 
for each individual
Determine 
investment cost for 
each individual
Run the OPF solved by the 
improved 2m+1 point-
estimate method
Select individuals from POP by tournament 
selection to form parent population (P1)
1
Generate the offspring population (P2) by manipulating 
crossover and mutation on P1, and evaluate the objective 
functions for each individual as the circle 
Combine P2 and original POP, and create the new POP 
according to the assigned non-dominated rank and 
distance rank for each individual
1
Termination 
criteria?
t=t+1
Using the decision making analysis to 
chose the final solution from the final 
optimal Pareto front
Yes
No
End
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.
Second Front
Third FrontFirst Front with non-donminated solutions
Solutions with larger 
crowding-distance
Solutions with smaller 
crowding-distance
F2(x)
F1(x)
Fig. 2. Population classified by non-dominated sorting technique.
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are classified into a number of non-dominated fronts as shown
in Fig. 2. The detailed process to achieve objective functions of
each scheme will be introduced in the section 3.1.
Step 3: Apply a binary tournament selection on PðtÞ to form the
parent population SðtÞ, where schemes with lower non-
domination rank or larger crowding distance value, as pre-
sented in Fig. 2, have more chance to be selected.
Step 4: Manipulate crossover and mutation operators on parent
population SðtÞ, so new schemes can be reproduced to createoffspring population QðtÞ. And then calculate objective func-
tions for each scheme in QðtÞ.
Step 5: Combine population PðtÞ with population QðtÞ to
develop RðtÞ, and carry out non-dominated sorting on RðtÞ, then
a new population PðtÞ is generated from RðtÞ. The detailed form-
ing process is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the schemes,
belonging to the lower front or with larger crowding-distance,
have a higher priority of being selected for reproduction. There-
fore, candidate gas pipelines, gas compressor and transmission
lines with larger contribution to attain desirable objective func-
tions are selected.
Step 6: Set t ¼ t þ 1, and verify whether the value of iteration
count reaches the maximum number of predefined iterations. If
it is not satisfied, go back to Step 3; otherwise, stop the iterative
search and output the optimal Pareto front of the planning
schemes.
Step 7: To obtain the final planning scheme from the optimal
Pareto front, a fuzzy satisfying method is adopted to help the
planner make the final decision.
However, there are two issues that should be addressed in
section 3.1 and 3.2.
3.1. Evaluation of objective functions
Because the value of candidate pipelines, compressors and elec-
tricity lines is known for each scheme, the first objective (invest-
ment cost) of each scheme in population can be easily obtained.
Meanwhile, when solving the second objective, the original MINLP
model becomes a non-linear programming problem which can be
solved by the IPOPT solver. So the difficult problem is how to tackle
the uncertainty and correlations of wind power.
An improved Point Estimate Method (PEM) proposed in [24] is
extended to calculate the expected value of second objective (pro-
duction cost and amount of load curtailment). Comparing to the
traditional commonly used methods, such as the Monte Carlo Sim-
ulation, the employed method can significantly reduce the compu-
tational time especially for large-scale optimization model.
Assuming that there are m wind farms, the approximation of
expected value of second objective can be obtained only by calcu-
lating 2m + 1 times deterministic optimal power and natural gas
load flow via IPOPT.
Unlike PEM that requires uncorrelated random variables, the
improved PEM can take the effects of the correlations among wind
farm outputs into consideration, by using an orthogonal transfor-
mation. Therefore, the correlated input variables are converted into
variables with independent distribution, and the traditional PEM
can be deployed.
The improved PEM method to calculate the expected value of
second objective is divided into two stages. The first stage is to
achieve correlated outputs of wind farms as input data, and the
second stage is applying this input data to evaluate the expected
objective value.
3.1.1. Obtaining correlated wind farm output
In this paper, the commonly used Weibull distribution [25] is
chosen to simulate the volatile wind speed, and the correlations
among wind speeds of different wind farms can be represented
by a correlation matrix [24] as:
CW ¼ ðqijÞ ¼
q11 q12    q1n
q21 q22    q2n
..
. ..
.    ...
qn1 qn2    qnn
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA ð41Þ
Rejected
Non-dominated 
sorting on R(t)
P(t)
Q(t)
R(t)
Front 1
P(t+1)
Front 2
Front 3
Crowding-distance 
sorting on Front 3
Larger 
Crowding
-distance
Smaller 
Crowding
-distance
Front 4
Fig. 3. Forming process of new population.
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Vi and wind speed variable Vj.
Given the Weibull distribution parameters and the correlation
matrix of wind speeds, the method of generating the correlated
wind speeds can be referred to [26]. And then the correlated out-
puts of wind farms can be obtained by Eq. (42).
Pw ¼
0 V < Vci; V > Vco
PrateðV  VciÞ=ðVrate  VciÞ Vci 6 V < Vrate
Prate Vrate 6 V 6 Vco
8><
>: ð42Þ
where Prate is the rated power of wind turbine, Vci;Vrate and Vco are
the cut-in, rated, cut-out wind speed, respectively. After obtaining a
large number of simulated wind power data, the first four statistical
moments of each wind farm can be easily calculated by mathemat-
ical statistics analysis method [26]. Meanwhile, the variance–co-
variance matrix, which represents the correlations among the
wind power outputs, can also be easily obtained from correlation
matrix CW .
Certainly, if enough data of measured weed speed is known to
planner, it can be directly applied to calculate the first four statis-
tical moments and variance–covariance matrix as input data of
wind farms.
3.1.2. Evaluating the second objective by the Improved PEM
Let vector X represent the correlated output of m wind farms
and Y be the second objective function, and the detailed procedure
of applying the improved PEM is summarized as follows to evalu-
ate the expected objective value:
(1) Input the first four statistical moments of the m wind farms
outputs, including column vectors of the means lX , standard
deviations dX , skewness kX;3 and kurtosis kX;4, as well as the
variance–covariance matrix CX .
(2) Obtain inferior triangular matrix L by decomposing CX
through Cholesky decomposition, CX ¼ LLT .
(3) Calculate the first four central moments of vector Z with
independent variables (corresponding to correlated vector
X ) as follows:lZ ¼ L1lX ð43Þ
CZ ¼ L1CXðL1ÞT ¼ I ð44Þ
kZl;3 ¼
Xm
r¼1
L1lr
 3
kXr;3dXr l ¼ 1; . . .m ð45ÞkZl;4 ¼
Xm
r¼1
L1lr
 4
kXr;4dXr l ¼ 1; . . .m ð46Þ(4) Calculate the concentrations (ðzl;k;xl;kÞ; k ¼ 1;2;3
l ¼ 1; . . .mÞ in the transformed independent space according
to Eqs. (47)–(51).nl;k ¼
kZl;3
2
þ ð1Þ3k
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kZl;4  34 k
2
Zl;3
r
; k ¼ 1;2 ð47Þ
nl;3 ¼ 0 ð48Þ
xl;k ¼ ð1Þ
3k
nl;kðnl;1  nl;2Þ
; k ¼ 1;2 ð49Þ
xl;3 ¼ 1m
1
kZl;4  k2Zl;3
ð50Þ
zl;k ¼ lZl þ nl;k  dZl; k ¼ 1;2 ð51Þ
(5) Construct the 3m transformed points in the form
(Zkl ¼ ðlZ1;lZ2; . . . zl;k; . . . ;lZmÞ k ¼ 1;2;3l ¼ 1; . . .mÞ, and
convert these points into the original space by applying
the inverse transformation, that is,
Xkl ¼ LZkl ; k ¼ 1;2;3 l ¼ 1; . . .m.
(6) Solve 3m times deterministic optimal power and natural gas
load flow ðYkl ¼ HðXkl Þ k ¼ 1;2;3 l ¼ 1; . . .mÞ, and then the
expected value of Y can be obtained as follows:lY ﬃ
Xm
l¼1
X3
k¼1
xl;k  HðXkl Þ ð52ÞIt should be noted that m of 3 m points are at the same point
ðlX1;lX2; . . .lXk; . . . ;lXmÞ, so in fact only 2m + 1 iterations are need
to yield the approximation of the expected value of Y.
3.2. Final deterministic decision-making
Obviously, the result of multi-objective optimization problems
should be a Pareto set. To obtain the final planning scheme, a fuzzy
satisfying method using the distance metric method is adopted to
help the planner make the final decision [27].
Firstly, map all the schemes in the final optimal Pareto front
into fuzzy sets. The fuzzy sets are defined by a linear membership
function as follows:
Table 1
Input data of wind farms.
Wind farm
bus
Scale
parameter
Shape
parameter
Vci (m/
s)
Vrate
(m/s)
Vco (m/
s)
7 5.90 1.51 3 12 25
13 5.93 2.03 3 12 25
23 5.12 1.99 3 12 25
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Fig. 4. Comparison of optimal Pareto fronts between Case1 and Case 2.
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0 f iðxÞ > fmaxi
fmaxi f iðxÞ
fmaxi fmini
fmini 6 f iðxÞ 6 fmaxi
1 f iðxÞ < fmini
8><
>: ð53Þ
where fmaxi and f
min
i denote the maximum and minimum value of
objective function i in the final optimal Pareto front, respectively.
The membership value ranges from 0 to 1, representing the satisfied
degree of membership in a fuzzy set.
Secondly, obtain the final planning scheme according to the
preference of decision maker. After determining the membership
function to each objective function of every scheme, the decision
maker needs to define the desirable level ldi for each objective,
and the final solution can be obtained by solving the following
optimization problem:
min
X 2 Solutionset
Xm
i¼1
ldi  lfiðxÞ
			 			2 ð54Þ
where the value of ldi ranges from 0 to 1, and it reflects the degree
of attention to the objective function i. For example, if we have
enough investment budget and aim to minimize the production
cost, the values of ld1 and ld2 can be set to 0 and 1 respectively.
4. Numerical results
4.1. Results analysis on the test system
The proposed model is tested on a combined energy system
consisting of the IEEE 24-bus test system [28] and a 15-node nat-
ural gas network [6] to analyze the impact of wind power uncer-
tainty on the CGEN expansion planning. These two networks are
coupled via eight natural gas-fired generators as shown in Fig. 5.
The natural gas network includes two sources, five gas loads
(excluding the combined nodes), twelve gas pipelines and four
compressors, where all compressors are treated as candidate
infrastructures and node #1 serves as the reference node in the
gas network. In addition, it is assumed that new pipelines can be
added into each path of the gas network, and the maximum expan-
sion number is two. The parameters of the candidate pipelines are
the same as the existing ones on each path. The gas supply sources
and gas demand will increase 1.5 times compared to the base year.
The IEEE 24-bus system has thirty-eight existing lines, eight gas-
fired generators and twenty-three coal-fired generators. Assuming
that the system will be expanded for the future, the generation and
load demand level equals to 2.2 times of their original values in the
planning year. The candidate lines can be added into thirty-four
existing corridors and seven new corridors 1–8, 2–8, 6–7, 13–14,
14–23, 16–23 and 19–23. Up to three candidate lines can be
installed for these corridors. The carbon emission coefficient of
gas-fired generator is assumed to be 0.549 ton/MW h and coal-
fired generator 0.976 ton/MW h. The carbon price is $23/ton. The
annualized investment cost for each gas compressor is $2 000
000.The annualized investment costs of electricity line and
gas pipeline are $100 000/km and $150 000/km, respectively.
All the detailed input data of the test system can be available from
Appendices A and B.
The test is performed on a PC consisting of a 3.0-GHz processor
and 2 GB of RAM. The proposed algorithm initializes the popula-
tion size to be 80, and the probabilities of crossover and mutation
to be 0.8 and 0.1, respectively.
To investigate the effects of the wind energy uncertainty on the
integrated energy system, the generators on Bus-7, Bus-13 and
Bus-23 are replaced by three wind farms A, B and C. The capacity
of the three wind farms A, B, C is set to be 360 MW, 360 MW and
1000 MW, and the other generations are controlled by traditionalthermal generators. The input data of wind farms are shown in
Table 1. Furthermore, the effect of correlations among wind farms
on the optimal Pareto front is studied on two cases: the correlation
among wind farms is 0.8 in Case 2, while in Case 1 it is assumed
that the outputs of the three wind farm are independent.
The results obtained by the proposed method are shown in
Fig. 4, where it can be observed that the optimal Pareto front of
case 1 is located in the front of Case 2. The reason is that the cor-
relations among wind farms are positive and the variations of wind
energy become stronger when the correlations are taken into con-
sideration. Therefore, it will need more backup coal-fired or gas-
fired generators and thus the total production cost increases in
Case 2.
Furthermore, taking the Case 2 as an example, we consider four
different desirable levels of two objectives by the fuzzy satisfying
method on the optimal Pareto front. Tables 2 and 3 present the
detailed expansion results of the natural gas network planning
and electricity network planning. It should be noted that the desir-
able level is determined upon the attention level of the planner to
the objective. In Table 4, total planning costs of the four schemes
are presented. It can be seen that with the increase of the desirable
level on investment cost, the investment cost is decreasing and the
production cost is increasing, which reflects that the production
cost of CGEN is closely related to the investment cost.
Moreover, the comparison of results of co-planning and sepa-
rated planning (se-planning) of CGEN under the same desirable
levels is shown in Tables 4 and 5, where it can be observed that
the investment costs of se-planning is lower than that of co-
planning, but the production cost is significantly higher. Loosely
speaking, the total cost of co-planning is lower than that of se-
planning. For all the four schemes, the total cost of co-planning
is saved more than 10% than that of se-planning.
Choose the Scheme 3 for illustration, and the co-planning result
is shown in Fig. 5. In the gas network, it can be observed that 12
new gas pipelines and two compressors are installed. Firstly, to
Table 2
Expansion results of the natural gas network on the four schemes.
Candidate pipelines Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4
From node To node
1 3 2 2 2 2
2 4 2 2 1 2
3 4 0 0 0 0
3 5 2 2 2 1
4 7 1 1 2 1
6 9 2 2 2 0
8 11 2 2 1 2
10 13 2 2 1 2
12 14 2 2 1 2
13 14 0 0 0 0
13 15 1 1 0 0
14 15 1 1 0 1
Candidate compressors Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4
Inlet node Outlet node
5 6 0 0 1 0
7 8 0 0 1 0
9 10 1 0 0 1
11 12 0 0 0 0
Table 3
Expansion results of the electricity network on the four schemes.
Candidate electricity
lines
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4
From bus To bus
1 2 0 0 0 0
1 3 0 0 1 0
1 5 3 1 0 1
1 8 0 0 0 0
2 4 0 0 0 0
2 6 0 0 0 0
2 8 0 0 0 0
3 9 1 1 0 0
3 24 1 1 1 1
4 9 0 0 2 0
5 10 0 0 0 0
6 7 0 0 0 0
6 10 3 3 1 3
7 8 2 2 1 1
8 9 0 0 0 0
8 10 1 1 1 1
9 11 1 1 1 1
9 12 1 1 0 1
10 11 1 1 0 1
10 12 0 0 1 0
11 13 0 0 1 0
11 14 0 0 2 0
12 13 0 0 1 0
12 23 0 0 0 0
13 14 0 0 0 0
13 23 1 1 0 1
14 16 1 1 2 1
14 23 0 0 0 0
15 16 0 0 0 0
15 21 0 0 0 0
15 24 1 1 0 0
16 17 1 1 2 1
16 19 2 0 0 2
16 23 0 0 0 0
17 18 0 0 1 0
17 22 0 0 0 0
18 21 0 0 1 0
19 20 0 0 0 0
19 23 0 0 0 0
20 23 1 1 0 1
21 22 0 0 0 0
288 Y. Hu et al. / Applied Energy 167 (2016) 280–293ensure the natural gas to be sent out, all the gas pipelines con-
nected gas suppliers and compressors are strengthened. Secondly,
we can find that few gas pipelines connected to node #15 are
expanded. The reason is that pressures at node #13 and #14 are
improved by two compressors, respectively, so the pressure differ-
ences between #13-#15 and #14-#15 are capable of delivering
enough natural gas to meet the gas demand WL5. As for the elec-
tricity network, transmission lines are mostly added around the
gas-fired generators. The reason is that both the production cost
and carbon emission cost of gas-fired generators are lower than
coal-fired generators, so as the capacity of electricity lines around
gas-fired plants are improved, the cleaner power energy with
lower price can be delivered as much as possible to meet the elec-
tricity demands. In addition, around the electricity nodes con-
nected with wind farms (i.e., node #7, #13 and #23), lots of
electricity lines are expected to be expanded because the total
transmission capacity of the existing electricity lines is insufficient
to ensure the wind energy, gas-fired generation and coal-fired gen-
eration to be fully sent out.
In contrast, Fig. 6 depicts the results of se-planning for the
scheme 3. Unlike the planning results of gas network by co-
planning, none of candidate compressors are selected by the se-
planning, since the investment cost of compressor is relatively
higher than gas pipelines. Thus, the inlet node and outlet node of
each compressor becomes a same interconnection point. To ensure
the gas to be delivered to each gas load, all the gas pipelines
through the path from gas suppliers to the gas demand are
expanded. As for the electricity network, transmission lines are
only strengthened in the regional parts, such as bus #6, #8, #10
and #16, and the capacity expansion of electricity lines around
gas-fired generators is not as strong as the planning results by
co-planning.
The comparison between Figs. 5 and 6 shows that the
co-planning can strengthen both electricity and gas network (i.e.,
installing two compressors) to improve the energy transfer
capability to deliver more gas for balancing load demand, since
the production cost of gas is relatively lower than coal. In contrast,
the se-planning mainly strengthens the electricity network, and
the production cost of electricity network and the total investment
cost are reduced. However, the production cost of the gas network
will be greatly increased, so that the total cost including both
investment and production cost of CGEN is increased.
4.2. Results analysis on the real-life system
In the future planning year, the predicted power energy of real-
life electricity system of Hainan province (China) will be supplied
by five types of units, including 8 gas-fired units (2986 MW), 17
coal-fired units (859 MW), 1 nuclear unit (650 MW), 10 hydro
units (446 MW) and 3 wind farms (1080 MW). The wind speed
data used here is data measured at the real power grid from Jan-
uary 1, 2014 to December 31, 2014 for every 15 min. The total peak
load of planning horizon is 4364 MW. The electricity transmission
network is mainly operated at two voltage levels, 110 kV and
220 kV, and there are 37 high-voltage substations and 431 existing
transmission lines (including transformers). It is assumed that the
candidate lines can be added into 27 existing corridors. Up to two
candidate lines can be installed on each corridor. The natural gas
network consists of two gas sources, eight gas loads (excluding
the combined nodes), ten gas pipelines and three compressors,
where all compressors are treated as candidate infrastructures
and node #1 serves as the reference node in the gas network.
In addition, candidate pipelines can be added into each path of
the gas network, and the maximum expansion number is two.
These two systems are coupled by A, B, C and D four natural gas
power plants. The carbon emission coefficient, carbon price and
Table 4
Planning costs of schemes on different desirable levels.
Name Desirable level Co-planning Se-planning
Objective f 1 (M$) Objective f 2 (M$) Objective f 1 (M$) Objective f 2 (M$)
Scheme 1 0.1 0.9 1420.122 1432.358 1344.194 1848.016
Scheme 2 0.3 0.8 1318.050 1432.366 1231.177 1819.310
Scheme 3 0.5 0.7 1183.724 1439.728 1102.722 1843.762
Scheme 4 0.6 0.6 1113.592 1455.361 1063.295 1821.512
Table 5
Comparison of total planning cost on different desirable levels.
Name Co-planning total cost (M$) Se-planning total cost (M$) Percentage of total cost reduction (%)
Scheme 1 2852.480 3192.210 11.91
Scheme 2 2750.416 3050.486 10.91
Scheme 3 2623.453 3027.484 12.31
Scheme 4 2568.953 2884.807 12.30
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290 Y. Hu et al. / Applied Energy 167 (2016) 280–293the annualized investment cost for each candidate elements
are the same as the previous test system. All the data of this
system comes from a National High Technology Research and
Development Program of China (863 Program).
Fig. 7 depicts the optimal Pareto front of the planning result of
the real-life system of Hainan province. Suppose that the budget of
investment cost is enough and the aim of the planning project is to
minimize the production cost. Thus, the desirable levels for invest-
ment cost and production cost can be chosen as 0.1 and 0.9, respec-
tively. The final scheme marked in Fig. 7 will be chosen and the
topology of the chosen co-planning result is shown in Fig. 8. Since
Hainan province is an island and the middle of it is mountainous
areas, the topology of the entire network is a ring structure with
only three corridors connecting the East and West. It can be
observed that most of the power plants are located in the west,
especially for the gas-fired power plants. After adding new trans-
mission lines on the base transmission network, transmission lines
around wind farms and most gas-fired plants are strengthened to
guarantee that cheaper and cleaner power energy can be sent
out. The long distance transmission lines on corridor 1–34, 34–22
Fig. 8. Co-planning scheme of combined real-life electricity and gas system.
Table 6
Data of coal-fired generators.
Node Number Capacity
(MW)
Cost
coefficient ai
($/MW2)
Cost
coefficient bi
($/MW)
Cost
coefficient
ci
1 2 44 0.01131 12.145 0
1 1 167.2 0.01131 12.145 0
2 2 44 0.01131 12.145 0
2 1 167.2 0.01131 12.145 0
7 1 220 0.0122 17.924 0
13 1 433.4 0.003 20.023 0
14 2 44 0.01131 12.145 0
15 5 26.4 0.0667 9.2706 0
18 1 880 0.0028 5.345 0
22 6 110 0.001 0.5 0
23 1 880 0.00392 8.919 0
Table 7
Data of gas-fired generators.
Node Number
capacity
(MW)
Gas fuel rate
coefficient l1
(BTU/MW2)
Gas fuel rate
coefficient l2
(BTU/MW)
Gas fuel rate
coefficient
l3(BTU)
1 1 167.2 0.01131 12.145 0
2 1 167.2 0.01131 12.145 0
7 1 220 0.0122 17.924 0
13 1 833.4 0.003 20.023 0
15 1 341 0.0667 9.2706 0
16 1 341 0.0667 9.2706 0
21 1 880 0.0028 5.345 0
23 1 341 0.00392 8.919 0
Y. Hu et al. / Applied Energy 167 (2016) 280–293 291and 13–20 are also newly added to enhance the original topology
of electricity network. Although these lines have higher investment
cost than other candidate lines, it can significantly reduce theproduction cost and improve the reliability of the whole system
by strengthening the connection between the west and the east.
For the gas network, the transmission route between node #3
and node #11 is expanded by adding new pipelines, while on the
transmission route between node #4 and node #14, not only the
Table 9
Data of electricity lines.
From bus To bus Reactance (p.u.) Capacity (MW) Number of
existing lines
Max. number
of expansion
Length (km)
1 2 0.0139 175 1 3 3
1 3 0.2112 175 1 3 55
1 5 0.0845 175 1 3 22
1 8 0.1344 175 0 3 35
2 4 0.1267 175 1 3 33
2 6 0.192 175 1 3 50
2 8 0.1267 175 0 3 33
3 9 0.119 175 1 3 31
3 24 0.0839 400 1 3 50
4 9 0.1037 175 1 3 27
5 10 0.0883 175 1 3 23
6 7 0.192 175 0 3 50
6 10 0.0605 175 1 3 16
7 8 0.0614 175 1 3 16
8 9 0.1651 175 1 3 43
8 10 0.1651 175 1 3 43
9 11 0.0839 400 1 3 50
9 12 0.0839 400 1 3 50
10 11 0.0839 400 1 3 50
10 12 0.0839 400 1 3 50
11 13 0.0476 500 1 3 66
11 14 0.0418 500 1 3 58
12 13 0.0476 500 1 3 66
12 23 0.0966 500 1 3 134
13 14 0.0447 500 0 3 62
13 23 0.0865 500 1 3 120
14 16 0.0389 500 1 3 54
14 23 0.124 500 0 3 86
15 16 0.0173 500 1 3 24
15 21 0.049 500 2 3 68
15 24 0.0519 500 1 3 72
16 17 0.0259 500 1 3 36
16 19 0.0231 500 1 3 32
16 23 0.0822 500 0 3 114
17 18 0.0144 500 1 3 20
17 22 0.1053 500 1 3 146
18 21 0.0259 500 2 3 36
19 20 0.0396 500 2 3 55
19 23 0.0606 500 0 3 84
20 23 0.0216 500 2 3 30
Table 10
Bus data of gas network.
Node Supply capacity
(106 SCF/h)
Load demand
(106 SCF/h)
Minimum
pressure (psia)
Maximum
pressure (psia)
1 20.288 – 600 1200
2 20.867 – 600 1200
3 – 1.838 500 1200
4 – 1.218 500 1200
5 – Gas-fired Plant 400 1200
6 – Gas-fired Plant 400 1200
7 – Gas-fired Plant 400 1200
8 – Gas-fired Plant 400 1200
9 – Gas-fired Plant 400 1200
10 – Gas-fired Plant 400 1200
11 – Gas-fired Plant 400 1200
12 – Gas-fired Plant 400 1200
13 – 4.263 600 1000
14 – 4.274 600 1000
15 – 1.501 600 1000
Table 11
Pipeline branch data of gas network.
From
node
To
node
Pipeline
constant
Number of
existing lines
Max. number of
expansion
Length
(km)
1 3 0.0320 1 3 80.5
2 4 0.0320 1 3 80.3
3 4 0.0128 1 3 55.9
3 5 0.0214 1 3 81.1
4 7 0.0103 1 3 87.9
6 9 0.0199 1 3 93.5
8 11 0.0125 1 3 99.7
10 13 0.0130 1 3 93.5
12 14 0.0060 1 3 97.9
13 14 0.0067 1 3 86.6
13 15 0.0070 1 3 79.7
14 15 0.0194 1 3 83.5
Table 8
Data of load.
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15 16 18 19 20
Load (MW) 237 213 396 162 156 299 275 376 385 429 583 426 697 220 732 398 281
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Table 12
Compressor branch data of gas network.
Inlet node Outlet node Compressor constant Gas consumption
coefficient a
Gas consumption
coefficient b
Gas consumption coefficient c
5 6 5420.58 0.0305 8.33 0
7 8 5356.05 0.0296 8.33 0
9 10 5420.58 0.0017 8.33 0
11 12 5356.05 0.0017 8.33 0
Y. Hu et al. / Applied Energy 167 (2016) 280–293 293transmission capacity is increased, but also a new compressor is
installed. The reason is that the transmission distance between
node #4 and node #14 is longer than the distance between node
#3 and node #11, so a compressor is needed to compensate the
pressure loss along this route. It also can be found that after
increasing the pressure at the node # 12 by the new added com-
pressor, the natural gas can be sent to the terminate node #14
without investment for a new pipeline between #13 and #14.5. Conclusions
A multi-objective CGEN co-planning model is developed to
search for the optimal scheme of the combined natural gas and
electricity network to coordinate different objectives, which can
effectively handle the expansion planning problem about which
and where natural gas pipes, gas compressors and power transmis-
sion lines are expanded in the integrated natural gas network and
electricity network. Moreover, the impact of the uncertainties and
correlations of the wind farms on the total production cost is
revealed that the stochastic wind power may increase the total
cost of CGEN. Most importantly, the proposed model is performed
on a test system and a real-life system, which achieves a higher
social welfare than the design with each separated networks.
Technically, the proposed multi-objective optimization model is
solved by the Elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II
(NSGA-II) to capture the optimal Pareto front. Therein, the com-
bined optimal power and natural gas load flow, served as a sub-
problem of the original multi-objective optimization model, is
tackled by the proposed primal–dual interior-point method com-
bined with the improved point-estimation method. This method
is actually a general approach that also can be extended to other
research fields with the consideration of different kinds of uncer-
tainties, such as natural gas price, natural gas load and electricity
load.Appendix A. Data of test electricity system
Tables 6–9.Appendix B. Data of natural gas test system
Tables 10–12.References
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